PARAT IT CASE SOLUTIONS
Smart features in an elegant design.

DO YOU HAVE YOUR IT ENVIRONMENT AT HAND ALL DAY?
Mobile Premium solutions for education, industry and health care.

As a leading manufacturer of mobile storage systems for charging, synchronizing, transporting and protecting IT equipment, PARAT offers a wide range of IT case solutions in the fields of education, industry and health care. Here, an uncompromising focus on customer’s benefit has top priority for PARAT.

The experience we have gained from more than 70 years of development and manufacture of Premium tool cases combined with our expertise in plastics processing is constantly fed back into PARAT products. This results in mobile, customized and innovative case and transport solutions that are designed for easy integration of IT and electrical components compliant with VDE standards.

Premium quality – this stands for uncompromising, high-quality products and excellent service by PARAT.

PARAT – No Compromise. We Customize.

DISCOVER YOUR PERSONAL FAVORITE FOR YOUR IT ENVIRONMENT!
Our wide range of IT system cases provides the right solution for any demand. In addition, users can take advantage of numerous customization options which make your PARAT system case the perfect media companion.

Please get in touch with us.
We will be happy to advise you.
+49 8583 29 444 | info-it@parat.eu

See for yourself! Detailed information, technical data sheets and customer videos all around our smart products on the Web at www.it.parat.eu
PREMIUM PRODUCTS. PREMIUM QUALITY.

BEST PARAT QUALITY
Durability that impresses.
We only count on the most durable materials and best workmanship for our high-quality system cases.

FUNCTION & DESIGN
Practicality that looks pretty good.
A perfect combination: sophisticated functionality and exclusive design go hand in hand at PARAT – down to the last detail.

ORGANIZATION WITH A SYSTEM
Inner values that impress.
Everything at its place: with our patented and well-established organizer systems, long searching is a thing of the past.

INDIVIDUAL SOLUTIONS
Delightful diversity.
Whether it be service technician, technical instructor or executive manager – customized IT case solutions by PARAT cover a variety of application areas.

SUSTAINABLE SERVICE
Solutions that move you ahead.
From manufacturer warranty for our Premium transport solutions to personal consulting by our experts: you can rely on PARAT – anywhere at any time.

PARAT PRODUCTS AT A GLANCE
DELIGHTFUL DIVERSITY.
Maximum flexibility: with our custom solutions, we are able to meet all requirements of each and every user.

PARAPROJECT® SERIES

FIELDS OF APPLICATION
EDUCATION schools, training facilities
INDUSTRY catering trade, service technicians, booth builders
HEALTH CARE hospitals, medical practices

iOS is a trademark of Apple Inc., registered in the USA and other countries.
Android is a trademark of Google Inc., Windows is a trademark of Microsoft Corp., registered in the USA and other countries.
Cable spaghetti is a thing of the past. The combination of sophisticated cable routing systems, zigzag-shaped drawers and generous storage compartments provide best PARAT organization as usual – and well-known for its ease of use. For example, tablets are quickly and safely stowed away, linked and ready to be charged and synchronized in no time.

ORGANIZING MADE EASY!
CLEVER AND IMPRESSING –
THE STORAGE SPACE CONCEPT BY PARAT

Cable spaghetti is a thing of the past. The combination of sophisticated cable routing systems, zigzag-shaped drawers and generous storage compartments provide best PARAT organization as usual – and well-known for its ease of use. For example, tablets are quickly and safely stowed away, linked and ready to be charged and synchronized in no time.
**BESTSELLER IN ACTION**

Whether in education, catering trade, health care or industry – the robust Premium organizing and system solutions from the PARAPROJECT® series win you over!

Storing, charging, synchronizing, saving – with the PARAPROJECT® Cube and PARAPROJECT® CASE, teachers remain flexible at all times when using media both on the road and in the classroom.

### DIGITAL SCHOOL – LEARNING 2.0

Storing, charging, synchronizing, saving – with the PARAPROJECT® Cube and PARAPROJECT® CASE, teachers remain flexible at all times when using media both on the road and in the classroom.

Schools and training facilities can no longer be imagined without tablets. Whether you use iPad devices, Android or Windows models, the PARAPROJECT® product series offers customized teacher solutions for any classroom. With the stackable Cubes in metal and plastic versions, valuable equipment can not only be safely stowed away and transported; once docked to the Cube, the integrated charging station enables easy and rapid charging. The Cube synchronizes your tablets automatically and makes the use of identically configured devices as easy as never before.

The PARAPROJECT® CASE manages and transports mobile terminals easily and flexibly. The CASE from the outside comes with elegant design on four wheels. The interior features our new 'Flex2Connect' technology and enables charging and synchronizing of various models. Conveniently exchange cable connections and plugs as required – there is no better way to prepare for the use of current and future tablets. Charging process can be easily controlled online by a timer. This not only saves the battery pack, it also saves time.

If you intend mobile use of extensive media technology, the PARAPROJECT® media cart is the perfect companion. From multimedia projectors to integrated sound systems and storage space for notebooks, AV devices or folders: the height-adjustable projector stand and a pull-out laptop desk provide very flexible operation possibilities. Inside the media cart, all the equipment you need is conveniently stored and securely held in place – plus you stay ultra mobile.

**PRACTICE MATTERS!**

Always up-to-date: the Cube in hospitals and medical practices

Digital work in hospitals and (doctors’) practices is a matter of course today – from case history to medical imaging and diagnostic tools up to electronic patient files. A patient is only provided optimal medical attention if medical staff have all relevant information quickly at hand at any time. Speed is decisive and fast access to essential data can save lives in cases of emergency.

With the PARAPROJECT® Cube, PARAT has created the perfect ‘station’ for your tablets. The lockable Cube protects your devices from unauthorized access and ensures reliable battery charging.

Automated synchronization takes care of updated data at all times. Equipped with an active ventilation system, the Cube provides storage space for up to 10 tablets. Expandable up to 30 tablets, this PARAT product brings invaluable order into everyday digital activities of health professionals in large practices and hospitals.
The PARAPROJECT® Cases serve as a mobile charging, transport and sync station. They impress with stand-out design that perfectly combines proven highest ergonomic standards, flexible functionality and device protection in a single solution. The cases are ideally suited for use in school and education and in the catering trade; thanks to their high degree of flexibility, the mobile IT case solutions also prove themselves in the most diverse areas of application.

PARAPROJECT® SERIES – CASE
ELEGANT DESIGN MEETS SMART FEATURES

• Charge
• Transport
• Protect
Allows you to charge and sync up to 10 tablets simultaneously.
Available in a number of versions.
www.it.parat.eu

PARAPROJECT® CASE i10

PARAPROJECT® CASE i16

BENEFITS AT A GLANCE:

• robust and safe: the case shell made from X-ABS plastic or aluminum in combination with an extremely sturdy aluminum frame provides great strength — and also reliably protects the case contents against theft thanks to an integrated combination lock.
• easy to use: the 4-part telescopic handle and ball-bearing castors make transporting the case child’s play.
• smart features: it is easily possible to charge & sync devices via central USB interface — even with the lid closed.
• well-equipped: each case comes with a programmable charging timer and a central power supply unit.
• neatly stowed away: tablets and Co. are perfectly protected thanks to an all-over foam coating in the bottom tray and robust push-in compartments made from Con-Pearl® material.

The PARAPROJECT® Cases are available in various colors and country variants for iOS, Android and Windows operating systems – including a child-friendly KidsCover version, which is especially designed for use in primary schools and pre-schools!

For detailed information, technical data sheets and customer videos please visit www.it.parat.eu.
PARAPROJECT® SERIES – CASE

KIDSCOVER VERSIONS

The clever PARAPROJECT® Cases KidsCover have been especially designed for use in pre-schools and primary schools and allow you to charge, sync, transport and protect up to 16 tablets. Stowable in the case, the extremely sturdy KidsCover plastic tablet covers reliably protect your sensitive devices against external influences and also minimize risk of display breakage – should you drop your tablet.

PARAPROJECT® SERIES – CUBE

CLEVER CHARGING AND SYNCHRONIZATION STATION FOR UP TO TEN TABLETS

Whether in education, trade catering or medical technology – the PARAPROJECT® Cube is the perfect base station for secured storage, charging and syncing of up to ten tablets.

PARAPROJECT® CUBE U10

| + Charge  
| + Sync   
| + Transport  
| + Protect |

Allows you to charge and sync up to 10 tablets simultaneously. Available in a number of versions.

www.it.parat.eu

400 x 350 x 425mm (w x d x h)

BENEFITS AT A GLANCE:

- The robust Cube outer shells are made from powder coated steel, the interior and the push-in compartments are made from hard-wearing ABS plastic.
- Ten horizontal slots with LED display show the current charge and sync status per tablet.
- The retractable and lockable panel reliably protects against theft.
- The automated synchronization recognizes the USB connection to the host PC and starts the synchronization process automatically.

The KidsCover protective cases are compatible with any iPad G4 and beyond and Mini (except iPad Pro) and can be ordered in orange, green, blue and black color.

The KidsCover protective cases are equipped with a handle that makes it easy to carry with you everywhere.

The KidsCover protective cases for iPad devices are listed under accessories! www.it.parat.eu

www.it.parat.eu

The PARAPROJECT® Cube is available for iOS, Android and Windows operating systems including different cable types.

For detailed information, technical data sheets and customer videos please visit www.it.parat.eu.
BENEFITS AT A GLANCE:
• the metal and plastic body makes the trolley case extremely hard-wearing.
• retractable and lockable panels reliably protect against theft.
• three vertical slots (up to 12,9") hold your tablets including protective case with a size of max. 25 mm and offer maximum storage space.
• LEDs on the trolley top show the respective charge status of your tablets.
• automated synchronization recognizes the USB connection to the host PC and starts the synchronization process automatically.
• additional and separately lockable storage compartments offer space for laptops and further accessories.

FUNCTIONAL QUALITY
The PARAT IT cases combine the highest degree of functionality with exclusive design. Decades of experience and intensive dialog with users from the most varying fields form the basis for unique case systems that are designed down to the last details, thus offering the best-fit solution for professional users in any field of operation.

For detailed information, technical data sheets and customer videos please visit www.it.parat.eu
The PARAPROJECT® media carts are especially suited for the use of multimedia projectors and mainly find their application in schools and educational institutions. These clever IT system solutions are compatible with almost any iOS, Android and Windows operating systems.

**PARAPROJECT® SERIES – MEDIA CART**

**MOBILE, CLEVER & SAFE**

The PARAPROJECT® media carts are especially suited for the use of multimedia projectors and mainly find their application in schools and educational institutions. These clever IT system solutions are compatible with almost any iOS, Android and Windows operating systems.

**BENEFITS AT A GLANCE:**
- the individually configurable media cart comes with an integrated sound system.
- generous storage space is available to hold teaching aids.
- a central locking system in the shutters reliably protects the contents of the media cart against theft.

**DISCOVER THE MANY FEATURES OF THE PARAPROJECT® MEDIA CARTS:**

**PARAPROJECT® P1 MEDIA CART**
- cabinet for accessories and small parts.
- 19" rack format.
- on/off-switch for charging management.
- charging via central power supply unit.
- modern design combined with high-quality materials.
- central locking system for shutters and cabinet.
- 4 smooth-running castors, two steerable and lockable rollers.

980 x 590 x 1245mm (w x d x h)

**PARAPROJECT® P13 NOTEBOOK CART**

Equipped with twelve drawers and one fixed bottom tray, the P13 notebook cart allows simultaneous charging of up to 13 laptops or 26 tablets or netbook devices of various manufacturers.

NEW: thanks to the Paraconnect charging management feature, the use of different original power packs is no longer necessary for operation.
- As an additional plus, the lockable cabinet offers sufficient space to store accessories & Co.

570 x 700 x 1250mm (w x d x h)

For detailed information, technical data sheets and customer videos please visit www.it.parat.eu
MATCHING ACCESSORIES
PRACTICAL. PORTABLE. PARAT.
Highly functional accessories to any IT case solution.

**LED DATA AND CHARGING CABLE**
- LED charge status & sync cable
- Connection type: USB A-Lightning/USB 2.0 or Micro USB Typ-B/USB 2.0
- Robust flat cable, length 1.2 m or 0.5 m
- MFI-certified

**PARAPROJECT® MC10 MULTI-CHARGER**
- Supports up to 10 tablets or smartphones with USB charging function
- Simultaneously charges up to 10 devices with 5V/2.4A
- AC input 100-240V
- Application: replaces up to 10 separate chargers with a single compact solution – saves space and weight

156 x 109 x 33 mm (w x d x h)

Discover the entire range of accessories at www.it.parat.eu
You make special demands on your equipment?
Our PARAT project case offers the best transport solution for all manner of applications.

Our team of experts specializes in individual customization for each trade. With our many years of experience in the integration of IT and electronic components that meet VDI standards and as a market leader for trendsetting tool cases, we are always at your side with our expertise.

High-quality plastics processing and outstanding sophisticated storage concepts form the basis for real-world PARAT case solutions which are used each day by staff out in the field. Working closely with our customers enables us to continually refine and further develop our PARAT products. We listen carefully to your specific needs and wishes and create solutions that are tailored to your work environment, be it a matter of carrying needs, equipment or integrated connections. In short: at PARAT, a product is customized to suit the specific requirements of each customer.

PURE INDIVIDUALITY!
FUNCTIONAL CUSTOM SOLUTIONS BY PARAT.
EVERYTHING AT A GLANCE: WWW.IT.PARAT.EU

Have a look and see our wide range of products and smart system case solutions at PARAT’s website!

YOUR PREMIUM SOLUTION ON-SITE!

We take part in selected trade fairs all year round in order to show you our IT case solutions on the spot. Come and have a look-see at our booth!

PREMIUM PRODUCTS. PREMIUM SERVICE.
WE WILL BE HAPPY TO ADVISE YOU!

Premium quality by PARAT means: excellent service and expert advice.
Get in touch! We will be glad to advise you. +49 8583 29 444 - info-it@parat.eu

Details! Details! Details! For those who expect more.
Specific product information can be found in the technical data sheets – from dimensions to scope of delivery, from materials to equipment. Here you will also find useful data such as connections, data of currents and device compatibility!
YOU HAVE THE QUESTIONS – WE THE ANSWERS.

Contact us:
Sales Management Neureichenau
phone: +49 (0) 8583 / 29 - 444
fax: +49 (0) 8583 / 29 - 3 04 44
email: info-it@parat.eu